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ABSTRACT

1.

We studied the performance of genetic algorithms for coloring dynamic graphs under a variety of experimental conditions, focusing on the relationship between the dynamics
of the graph and that of the algorithm. Graph coloring is a
well-studied NP-hard problem, while dynamic graphs are a
natural way to model a diverse range of dynamic systems.
Dynamic graph coloring can be applied to online scheduling
in a changing environment, such as the online scheduling of
conflicting tasks. As genetic algorithms (GAs) have been
effective for graph coloring and are adaptable to dynamic
environments, they are a promising choice for this problem.
Thus, we compared the performance of three algorithms: a
GA that maintained a single population adapting to the dynamic graph (DGA), a GA that restarted with a fresh population for the static graph of each time-step (SGA), and
DSATUR, a well-known heuristic graph coloring algorithm
re-applied at each time-step. We examined the relative performance of these algorithms for dynamic graphs of different
sizes, edge densities, structures, and change rates, using different amounts of evolution between time-steps. Overall, the
DGA consistently outperformed the SGA, being particularly
dominant at low change rates, and under certain conditions
was able to outperform DSATUR.

The graph coloring problem is the well-known problem of
assigning as few colors as possible to the vertices of a graph
such that no two adjacent vertices are given the same color
and is commonly used for scheduling applications [15, 13,
5]. Many real-world problems, however, are better modeled
by a dynamic graph that can reflect a changing environment
[8]. In the case of scheduling applications, this would allow
for the online assignment of resources when only the current
tasks are known, such as registers for the currently known
values in program execution, frequencies for the currently
connected devices in a mobile ad-hoc network, or batches
for the currently tasked jobs in a job management system.
In the static model, a graph G has a set of vertices, V ,
and a set of edges, E. A dynamic graph adds the dimension
of time, and so a dynamic graph varies either V (vertexdynamic or node-dynamic) or E (edge-dynamic) or both [8].
We consider a discrete dynamic graph that is a succession
of (related) static graphs; a time step is the time between
the changes of the dynamic graph and Gk denotes the static
graph at time k. The simplest extension of the static graph
coloring problem to the dynamic graph coloring problem is
to find a minimal coloring of the vertices of G at each time
step. Because the static graph coloring decision problem is
NP-complete [7] and the optimization problem is NP-hard,
the dynamic graph coloring problem must be NP-hard also.
In this work, we only consider vertex-dynamic graphs where
edges are added and removed only when one of their endpoints is added or removed.
Two considerations for dynamic graph coloring problems
are (1) whether the complete evolution (an offline problem)
or only the current state (an online problem) of the dynamic
graph is known during execution, and (2) whether vertices
are allowed to change color as the graph changes. If a vertex color is fixed for the lifetime of the vertex, the offline
dynamic graph coloring problem reduces to the static graph
coloring problem on the graph constructed by taking the
union of V and E over all time steps. Thus, this case is
relatively uninteresting. While Lovász et al. [12] consider
an online graph coloring problem where vertices’ colors are
fixed after assignment, we will consider a relaxed variant of
the online dynamic graph coloring problem that allows color
re-assignment at each time step.
The goal for our dynamic graph coloring problem is to
minimize the cumulative (or equivalently, average) number
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of colors used to (properly) color the graph over time. Even
if the color of a vertex can change between time steps, the
coloring at time t is still a natural starting point for the
coloring at time t+1. Therefore, we could also consider color
turnover, or how many vertices change colors between time
steps. Minimizing the number of colors and minimizing the
amount of color turnover are potentially competing goals (as
preventing the recoloring of a vertex could prevent finding
an optimal coloring).
There may be practical situations where the cost of recoloring a vertex is greater than the cost of a slightly suboptimal coloring (such as in register allocation where values
would need to be moved); however, in this work, we allow
vertices to change colors freely and do not consider color
turnover. In contrast, an ant-colony-inspired approach is
given in [14], where vertices are only recolored when a conflict is created or when the degree saturation (the number
of colors in the neighbors of a vertex) can be lowered. This
approach will tend to have a lower rate of color turnover.
Genetic algorithms (GAs) [10] have frequently been used
on the static graph coloring problem with reasonable success
[3]. Additionally, in dealing with a dynamic environment,
GAs are a natural choice because they mimic natural evolution, which occurs in a changing environment. However,
one challenge with adapting GAs to dynamic problems is updating individuals in the population so they correspond to
valid solutions of the changed problem [11]. While the most
success in static graph coloring using genetic algorithms has
occurred by hybridizing partition-based genetic algorithms
with local search [6, 5], these algorithms present several challenges in adapting to dynamic graph coloring.
These algorithms commonly start by trying to find a k0 coloring and when that is successful, search for a k0 −1 coloring and so on, until they find a suitable solution or reach the
limits of available computational resources. This approach
is not well-suited to a highly dynamic system where the goal
is to find an optimal proper coloring at each time step and
there may be a limited amount of evolution between changes
in the graph. Furthermore, with edge-dynamic graphs, a
change in the graph could break the independent sets of
the individuals in the population, requiring costly rearrangement to restore individuals corresponding to a valid coloring.
The genetic algorithm would need to actively detect changes
in the graph (rather than just adapting to them) in order to
update the population accordingly. Finally, even with just
vertex-dynamic graphs, a small change in the graph could
cause significant shifts in the vertices that should be colored
the same color as new vertices will create new interactions
between existing vertices.
The two other main classes of GAs for graph coloring are
integer-based algorithms that encode and evolve colorings
of the graphs directly and permutation-based algorithms
that encode and evolve permutations of the graph’s vertices
(genotype), which are then decoded into colorings (phenotype) using the standard greedy coloring algorithm [9]. In
integer-based algorithms the colorings are evolved directly
and so a small change in the graph could require significant changes in the individuals to restore a proper coloring.
However, with permutation-based algorithms, the changes
to the graph are much more easily transferred to the individuals: vertices that have been removed from or added to
the graph merely need to be removed from or added to the
ordering encoded by each individual. Additionally, as the

graph changes, it is likely that high fitness individuals will
retain their high fitness—key vertices for early coloring in
the graph at time t are likely still key in the changed graph
at t + 1, despite (possibly large) changes in the phenotypic
coloring. Furthermore, permutation-based GAs do not require an active awareness of the algorithm to changes in the
graph as the decoder will detect changes in the graph when
using an individual to produce a coloring. Thus, we have
focused exclusively on permutation-based GAs.
There are two genres of problems, traveling salesman-like
problems and scheduling-like problems, that are typically
tackled with permutation-based GAs, each with its own set
of effective crossover and mutation operators [17]. In the
former genre, preserving adjacency within an individual is
important, while in the latter, preserving relative order of
the vertices is key. Graph coloring clearly falls in the second
class of problems, as it is frequently used for scheduling.
To our knowledge, we are the first to employ GAs for the
dynamic graph coloring problem. As such, we focus on exploring the parameters of both the problem (Section 2.1) and
the algorithm (Section 2.2) that affect the performance of a
permutation-based GA. In Section 3, we discuss the effects
on these parameters, including the edge density and graph
structure of the graph (3.1), the rate at which the graph
is changing (3.2), and the amount of evolution that can be
done during each graph time step (3.3). While many variations to GAs, such as hybridizing with local search, seeding
the initial population, or adapting the algorithm alongside
the evolving solutions, have been shown to improve performance on graph coloring [2, 3], we seek to illuminate the relationship between the dynamic graph-coloring problem and
GA performance, rather than determine the best possible
algorithm. Consequently, we do not consider these improvements (or others), though we would recommend exploring
these methods for real-world applications. Specifically, we
focus on the relationship between the change rate of the
graph, the amount of evolution done at each step, and the
GAs’ performance, as this relationship provides insight into
the interaction between the two sources of dynamism: the
dynamics of the problem and the dynamics of the algorithm.

2.
2.1

METHODS
Graphs

We test our GAs on two different dynamic graph models.
The first is a dynamic extension of G(n, p) graphs developed
by Erdős and Rényi [4]. In the static model, a G(n, p) graph
is a graph on n vertices where each edge appears with probability p. We define an extension of this model, G(n, p, cv )
graphs, where cv is the vertex change rate. To create a dynamic G(n, p, cv ) graph, we start with a G(n, p) graph for
G1 , and at each successive time step, vertices in the graph
Gt “die” (are removed in Gt+1 ) with probability cv . To keep
G at approximately n vertices, an expected ncv vertices are
added at each step. When a new vertex v is added, edges are
added between v and each vertex already in the graph with
probability p. Edges are only removed or added when their
incident vertices are removed and added. Thus at any time
t, Gt is a G(n + , p) graph,  has high probability of being
small, and an average of ncv vertices change each step.
Our other dynamic graph model is a dynamic 2-D Euclidean graph. In a 2-D Euclidean graph, each vertex is assigned a random x and y coordinate in the unit square. Two
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vertices are adjacent if the Euclidean distance between them
is less than some α threshold. For the dynamic Euclidean
graph model, we mirrored the G(n, p, cv ) model, where n
and cv act as above. The parameter p is used to calculate α
such that two random points in the unit square have a probability p being a distance of α apart and thus will result in
a graph with an edge density p. As we only examine vertexdynamic graphs, vertices do not move between time steps (as
this would change edges) but are deleted and added at new
random (x, y) locations at a rate controlled by cv . For both
graph models, we varied n, p, and cv in order to investigate
how these parameters affected the GA performance.

2.2

default values based on the authors’ previous experience;
fine-tuning is unlikely to alter the main qualitative results:
•
•
•
•

Population size: 100
Tournament selection with tournament size: 3
Crossover rate: 0.7
Mutation chance per individual: 0.5.

For the initial dynamic population and the static population at each step, we simply generated 100 random permutations on the vertices in the current graph. To repair
each individual in the dynamic population each time the
graph changed, we removed all vertices that had been removed from the graph, and then independently added the
new vertices at random positions in each individual.
The graph parameters (n, p, cv ) and number of individuals
created (and fitness evaluations done) e, are all parameters
determined by the nature of the problem being solved and
computational resources available. Thus, in order to study
the difference between the DGA and SGA for a wide variety
of problems, we performed a univariate sensitivity analysis,
in turn varying each of n, p, cv , and e from the following
default parameter values:

Algorithms

Throughout our tests, we compared the performance of
three algorithms:
• DSATUR [1], the standard graph coloring heuristic algorithm that colors vertices in order of degree saturation (used as a baseline for performance)
• DGA, a genetic algorithm with a dynamic population
(single population evolves as the graph changes)

•
•
•
•

• SGA, a genetic algorithm with a static population (new
random population is generated each time step).
The only difference between the DGA and SGA was how
the population was handled as the graph changed. For both,
we used an steady-state genetic algorithm [18] with elitism
where the two children produced by crossover and mutation
replace the two individuals with the worst fitness, regardless
of the fitness of the new children.
Fitness was calculated by using the standard greedy coloring on the permutation specified by the individual. Using
just the number of colors in the decoding offers little gradation in the fitness landscape as many individuals decode with
the same number of colors. To break ties between these individuals, we examined the number of vertices assigned each
of the three least used colors; an individual with only a few
vertices of a color seemed closer to using fewer colors than
one with a even distribution of vertices among the colors.
Thus, we calculated fitness as f = n3 c + n2 c1 + nc2 + c3 ,
where c is the number of colors used, c1 is the number of vertices colored the least used color, c2 is the number colored
the second least used color, and c3 is the number colored
the third least used color. As we wanted to minimize the
number of colors used, our GAs sought to minimize fitness.
Six standard crossover operators for permutation-based
GAs are described in [17]. These are edge, order 1 (OX1),
order 2 (OX2), position, partially mapped (PMX), and cycle crossover. As edge crossover preserves adjacency, which
is not important for graph coloring, we did not implement
it. We did implement the other five and in preliminary experiments, saw no significant difference in the performance
of the GAs with different crossover operators. As such, we
used OX1 in our main experiments as it performed reasonably well and is a standard crossover operator.
Similarly we considered three mutation operators (RAR,
SWAP, inversion) described in [9]. We found that RAR and
SWAP performed noticeably better than inversion and having no mutation, but observed no significant difference between RAR and SWAP. We chose to use the SWAP operator.
Our other constant parameters were chosen with reasonable

2.3

Graph size, n: 100
Edge density, p: 0.6
Change rate, cv : .01
Individuals evolved per step, e: 1000.

Experiment

In our experiments, each run consisted of generating a
random graph and a random initial dynamic population,
and then letting the graph change 150 steps. For each step:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Add a vertex with probability cv . Repeat n times.
Add new vertices to the DGA’s population.
Run DSATUR on the current graph.
Evolve the DGA’s population for e individuals.
Create the SGA’s population and evolve e individuals.
Record the number of colors used by DSATUR and
the best individual from the DGA and SGA.
7. Remove each vertex with probability cv .
8. Remove “dead” vertices from the DGA’s population.
Each test consisted of working with a single dynamic graph
for 150 steps—running all three algorithms on the same
graph so that we could compare their performance. For
each set of parameters, we performed 200 replicate runs and
took the mean of the cumulative number of colors used by
each of the algorithms for the entire run of the graph.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As the only difference between the DGA and the SGA
is how the population is maintained, the two genetic algorithms do the same amount of work when the parameters
are kept constant. DSATUR, relatively speaking, requires
very little computational effort. However, our experiments
show that the genetic algorithms can outperform DSATUR
for certain values of n, p, cv , and e. Furthermore, as seen
in [16], there are 3-chromatic graphs on O(n) vertices where
DSATUR will use n colors, while GAs can theoretically find
an optimal solution. Finally, the SGA does not outperform
the DGA, though there are some parameter ranges where
the two have indistinguishable performance.
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Performance vs. Edge Density on G(n;p;cv ) Graphs
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Performance vs. Edge Density on Euclidean Graphs
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Figure 1: Performance of the genetic algorithms relative to DSATUR for varying edge densities, p, in G(n, p, cv )
(left) and Euclidean (right) graphs. We can see that the DGA always outperformed SGA, and sometimes
outperformed DSATUR, depending on edge density and graph structure.
In the figures that follow, we give performance values as
a percentage of the mean number of colors DSATUR used
so we can easily compare relative performance of the algorithms. Better performance occurs when the GAs use fewer
colors relative to DSATUR. The error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals estimated from the 200 replicate runs
at each parameter setting and are scaled by the DSATUR
mean. Despite the same number of replicate runs, the confidence intervals are much wider for the Euclidean graphs
than for the G(n, p, cv ) graphs, suggesting Euclidean graphs
have a wider range of chromatic number than G(n, p, cv )
graphs with the same parameters.

namic nature of the algorithm. As shown in Figure 2, more
evolution leads to better performance of the GAs relative
to DSATUR, especially on G(n, p, cv ) graphs. This is not
surprising since more evolution means more work is being
done. However, on Euclidean graphs, more evolution (beyond e ≈ 1500) does not substantially help the GAs improve
its performance relative to DSATUR. Again, this suggests
that DSATUR is able to get close to the optimal coloring
on Euclidean graphs, whereas on the G(n, p, cv ) DSATUR’s
coloring may be further from optimal, and more evolution
allows the GAs to improve more compared against it.
In Figure 3, we observe that under constant evolution, the
SGA and DSATUR performance differ by a constant percentage regardless of change rate. This is expected as the
SGA does not interact with the changing graph and therefore its performance should not depend on the change rate.
However, the DGA presents a very different picture. At low
change rates, the DGA is able to noticeably outperform the
SGA because small changes to the graph do not force substantial changes to the population and thus evolution can
continue with minor disruption across graph changes. At
higher change rates, there is much more upheaval in the dynamic population and so it offers less of an advantage over
the SGA. Because new vertices are added to the individuals
of the dynamic population randomly, the dynamic population is much closer to the fresh population of the SGA when
there are lots of new vertices. Thus, the DGA starts to act
more like the SGA as we have a more dynamic problem.
At very low levels of evolution, the DGA clearly offers
better performance because the effects of evolution are allowed to accumulate. The SGA, on the other hand, starts
with a new random population at every step, and thus does
not have enough evolution to find a good solution. In contrast, at higher levels of evolution, the DGA performance
only outperforms the SGA at very low change rates because
with more evolution, the SGA has time to catch up with the
evolution accumulated by the DGA.
While these trends are present in both G(n, p, cv ) and Euclidean graphs, the gap between the DGA and SGA is much

3.1

Edge Density (p)
As shown in Figure 1, the relative performance of the GAs
to DSATUR depends strongly on p for G(n, p, cv ) graphs.
For G(n, p, cv ) graphs with edge densities between .1 and
.95, the relative genetic algorithm performance increases as
edge density increases. Additionally, on G(n, p, cv ) graphs,
the DGA performance relative to SGA does not seem to
depend on p, as there is a fairly consistent gap between their
performance levels for almost all values of p.
For Euclidean graphs, the relative performance of the genetic algorithms to DSATUR is much less dependent on p.
The DGA tends to slightly outperform DSATUR, while the
SGA lags behind DSATUR. Higher edge densities in Euclidean graphs are likely to form cliques or near-cliques,
which are colored effectively by prioritizing by degree saturation, and so DSATUR is able to do just as well as the GAs.
However, in G(n, p, cv ) graphs, the additional edges are more
spread out through the entire graph, making graphs with
higher edge densities harder to color. This provides the genetic algorithms more potential to improve on the DSATUR
coloring, leading to a smaller percentage of colors used.
3.2

Change Rate (cv ) & Evolution Per Step (e)

The change rate of the graph, cv , and the amount of evolution done per step, e, present an interesting relationship
between the dynamic nature of the problem and the dy-
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Performance vs. Evolution on G(n;p;cv ) Graphs
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Performance vs. Evolution on Euclidean Graphs
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Figure 2: Performance of the GAs relative to DSATUR for varying evolution per step, e, in G(n, p, cv ) (left)
and Euclidean (right) graphs. As usual with GAs, there are diminishing returns on the GA performance as
the amount of evolution done is increased. On G(n, p, cv ) graphs, increasing evolution leads to better relative
performance of the GAs. On Euclidean graphs, however, the benefit of more evolution levels off much faster.
e

wider for Euclidean graphs, and the DGA is better able to
outperform the SGA. In a Euclidean graph, the edges are
clustered locally and it is rare for a new vertex to connect
two different sections of the graph. Thus changes in the
graph are felt locally and we hypothesize that a good coloring is therefore more easily carried forward from the time
step before. On G(n, p, cv ) graphs, however, a new vertex
can cause major disruptions in the coloring from the step
before, and thus there is likely less benefit in keeping a dynamic population. This suggests that whenever changes are
local rather than widespread, a dynamic population is better
able to provide performance increases.

3.3

ev

100
200
300
400
500

500
5
2.5

1000
10
5

5
3

10
3

1.25
1

2.5
2

1500
15
7.5
5
3.75
3

2000
20
10
20
3

5
4

Table 1: ncv values (the expected number of changed
vertices each step) determined by e and ev .

Individuals per Vertex

needed to achieve a given ev with a given e value are given
in Table 1. Instead of running for 150 time steps, we ran
these graphs until 200 new vertices were added so all runs
would process the same number of vertices. We examine
the performance of the DGA at evolution rates of 500, 1000,
1500, and 2000 against DSATUR for varying ev levels.
As seen in Figure 4, for this problem domain it is clearly
better to choose longer time steps with more evolution and
consequently higher change rates when possible, even though
the DGA performance is generally better at lower change
rates. This suggests that the effect of evolution is stronger
than the effect of change rate in determining the performance of the GA. Frequent small changes are harder for the
genetic algorithm to deal with than infrequent drastic ones,
indicating that the time after a change that the genetic algorithm needs to adjust to the new problem is not linearly
proportional to how much the graph has changed. It is better to change the problem as infrequently as possible so that
you can maximize the amount of uninterrupted evolution.

From our experiments with e and cv , it is clear that problems the allow more evolution per graph time step and have
low change rates are more solvable with dynamic GAs than
problems with higher change rates or problems where the
amount of evolution per graph time step is necessarily limited. For practical applications, however, it is likely that the
amount of evolution is limited by the availability of computational resources and that the change rate is dictated by
the how fast the situation being modeled is changing.
For example, we could imagine that we have 4 new tasks
and the computational resources to evolve 1000 individuals
per minute. We might ask: is it better to change 4 vertices
every minute and evolve for 1000 fitness evaluations between
changes, or is it better to change 1 vertex every 15 seconds
and evolve for 250 fitness evaluations between each change?
In the former case we have more evolution per step but a
higher change rate, and in the latter case we have a lower
change rate but less evolution between changes. Which will
offer better performance?
To examine this question of trade-offs, we define a new
parameter, ev = ncev , which represents the number of fitness evaluations per changed vertex. We then ran the same
experiments as before on G(n, p, cv ) graphs for various ev
values at different levels of evolution. The values for ncv

3.4

Graph Size (n)
Finally, we experimented with the size of the graph n,
while maintaining a constant amount of evolution (e = 1000).
As seen in Figure 5, the GAs only outperform DSATUR for
graphs with fewer than 200 vertices, and their performance
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Euclidean Graphs
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Figure 3: Performance of the genetic algorithms relative to DSATUR for varying change rates, cv , and
evolution, e, in G(n, p, cv ) (top) and Euclidean (bottom) graphs. As change rates increase, DGA performance
converges to SGA performance. This happens faster at higher rates of evolution. On Euclidean graphs, there
is a much wider gap between DGA and SGA performance.
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Figure 4: Performance of DGA relative to DSATUR at different amounts of evolution per step, e, for varying
rates of individuals per changing vertex. Specific values for the expected number of changed vertices (ncv )
for a given e, ev point are given in Table 1, but in general, higher levels of evolution at a fixed number of
individuals per changed vertex require a higher number of changed vertices. Regardless of ev , higher rates
of evolution (and consequent higher change rates) have stronger relative performance to DSATUR.
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Performance vs. Graph Size on G(n;p;cv ) Graphs
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Figure 5: Performance of the genetic algorithms relative to DSATUR for varying sizes of G(n, p, cv ) graphs.
As graph sizes increase, the genetic algorithms’ performance relative to DSATUR decreases. However, this
trend levels off as graph sizes continue to increase.
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5.

relative to DSATUR decreases as the graph size increases.
This suggests that a GA approach may not scale well to very
large dynamic graphs. However, the worsening performance
appears to be leveling off as graph sizes continue to increase,
which is a good sign. It may also be possible to outperform
DSATUR even at larger graph sizes if the GA is given sufficient computational resources. Furthermore, the dynamic
graph coloring problem is still challenging for graphs with
fewer than 200 vertices, so even if GA techniques do not
scale well to large graphs, they could still serve many practical applications that fall into this size range.

4.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

With this work, we first described different variations of
the dynamic graph coloring problem and defined two different dynamic graph models that extend classical random
graph models. We then explored the effect of several different parameters on the performance of a genetic algorithm with a dynamic population and a genetic algorithm
that starts with a new population at every step relative to
DSATUR for the dynamic graph coloring problem. We are
able to demonstrate conditions where a dynamic population
is able to offer significant performance increases relative to
both a genetic algorithm with a static population and to
the standard graph coloring algorithm, DSATUR. Additionally, the added complexity/overhead of keeping a dynamic
population while the graph changes is insignificant with a
permutation based GA. In all circumstances, the dynamic
population GA performed at least as well as the static population GA, and sometimes offered much better performance.
Broadly, this work supports the idea that the more dynamic a problem is, an algorithm is less able to utilize information from earlier time steps of the problem as these
steps are less similar to the current problem. Then, highly
dynamic problems reduce to a succession of static problems,
while slightly dynamic problems are better tackled by a more
dynamic algorithm. Future work is needed to explore graphs
that are edge-dynamic, or both edge- and vertex-dynamic, as
well as graphs with different structures from the two classes
(G(n, p, cv ) and Euclidean) examined here.
As mentioned early in the paper, some of the most successful static graph coloring algorithms use hybrid approaches,
combining GAs with other heuristics or local search mechanisms, or use partition-based genetic algorithms. Since this
paper presents the first application of genetic algorithms for
the dynamic graph coloring problem, we chose to keep our
genetic algorithms relatively pure and straightforward, but
it would be interesting for follow-up papers to explore how
much benefit could be gained through hybrid techniques.
Further work also needs to be done in adapting more advanced static genetic algorithms to the problem of coloring a dynamic graph, There are also many variations of the
graph coloring program that correspond to different practical applications, and future work could investigate if the
techniques outlined here are applicable to dynamic versions
of these problems.
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